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ABSTRACT
Communication middleware, like J2EE and OCCAS, facilitates de-
velopment and deployment of IP telecommunication servicesby
automating various cross-cutting concerns, such as those related to
messaging and security. This middleware is highly concurrent, with
threads executing methods that an application programmer writes
to carry out the service logic. While the middleware manageslife-
cycle concerns of threads, the problem of synchronizing them is left
to the application programmer. Unfortunately, this synchronization
code can be complex and prone to error. Moreover, it can easily
obscure the service logic. Our prior work proposed solving these
problems using a middleware framework to automatically synchro-
nize concurrent service executions based on declarative synchro-
nization contracts. This paper describes an implementation of our
synchronization framework and a case study using it. The case
study demonstrates the extent to which contract-based synchro-
nization facilitates refinement of a finite-state design to code and
improves design transparency. It also examines the impact on per-
formance of the subject application. A conclusion of the case study
is that contract-based synchronization could provide a foundation
for automatic generation of IPT services from finite-state designs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern IP telecommunication (IPT) services are difficult tode-

velop. This difficulty can be attributed to a variety of reasons. First,
communication is typically asynchronous. A service must react to
any legal message sent by any of a number of autonomous sub-
scribers at any time. A message may initiate a newservice exe-
cution on behalf of the sender or it may affect a service execution
already in progress. In reacting to a message, a service may also
create and send messages to other subscribers and sub-services.

Second, a service must manage dynamically changing numbers
of service executions on behalf of different subscribers. To this end,
it must keep track of the progress made by each service execution—
in other words, it must maintain execution states. When a service
receives a message pertaining to a particular service execution, it
must determine how to process the message based on the service
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execution’s current state and then advance its state accordingly.
Maintaining such state information is complex, particularly when
the states of multiple service executions are used and updated si-
multaneously.

Third, current standards in this domain do not address synchro-
nization. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is thede facto commu-
nication protocol, and JSR 289 [22] is the industry standardfor
building SIP-based services. According to this standard, aservice
is implemented as one or more SIPservlets1 and deployed to a
communication middleware, called a SIP servletscontainer. The
container automates details of SIP and manages runtime resources,
thereby separating theses concerns from the servlets that implement
the service logic. However, the obligation of synchronizing concur-
rent service executions has proven difficult to separate. Because is-
sues raised by concurrency in this domain are complex and notfully
understood, JSR 289 does not mandate any particular synchroniza-
tion model [22, Section 6.4.2]. To prevent data races and yetallow
concurrent processing of non-interfering messages, an application
programmer must therefore write code to acquire and releaselocks
on shared resources. Such low-level locking is prone to subtle syn-
chronization errors, which are notoriously difficult to diagnose and
correct.

In previous work, we elaborated several key dimensions of the
thread synchronization problem for IPT services and proposed a
solution based onsynchronization contracts [13, 14]. This solution
leverages a common convention in the IPT domain, which copes
with the complexity of a service by representing the service’s busi-
ness logic as a state-machine and by emulating this state-machine
in the servlet [18, 24]. Specifically, a synchronization contract en-
codes the control logic of abusiness machine and, for each tran-
sition of this machine, declares the shared resources accessed by
the code that implements the transition. This manner of specifi-
cation makes it possible to encapsulate the synchronization code
in a middleware layer. Moreover, this layer raises the levelof
abstraction for programming services, facilitating refinement of a
business-machine design into code.

This paper describes an implementation of this framework and
a case study meant to assess if a contract-based synchronization
framework provides a suitable foundation for automated genera-
tion of IPT services from finite-state designs. For the synchroniza-
tion framework, we re-engineered theSynchronization Negotiation
Framework for SIP Servlets (SNeF4SS) [13], so that it provides an
API suited to abstract business machines. The case study focused

1and, possibly, HTTP servlets, supporting classes, and other re-
sources (e.g., JSP pages and images); our current frameworkdoes
not handle HTTP servlets, but we do not anticipate any new obsta-
cles to doing so.



on two main questions. First, we sought to determine if encapsu-
lating the synchronization code within SNeF4SS would facilitate
transparent refinement of a realistically complex business-machine
design into code. For the subject application, we compose a multi-
party dating service running on one server with a media service
running on a different server. Such service composition compli-
cates the synchronization logic due to the need to maintain con-
sistent state information across multiple concurrent service execu-
tions [18]. A second goal for the study was to learn how use of the
framework would affect performance of this application. IPT ser-
vices have stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements[8, 17,
21]. We therefore wanted to determine how dynamically evaluat-
ing and enforcing synchronization contracts would impact perfor-
mance of this application.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background on design, development, and deployment of
IPT services and on closely related work. It also presents a business-
machine design of the dating service for purposes of illustration
and for use in later sections. Section 3 then describes SNeF4SS.
The next two sections present the case study. Specifically, Sec-
tion 4 describes the implementations developed for the study and
considers software engineering tradeoffs, and Section 5 describes
and discusses the performance evaluation. We present concluding
remarks in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
This section provides background needed to understand the case

study and discusses some closely related work. We first provide a
brief overview of the platform upon which modern IPT services are
built (Sec. 2.1). We then present the business-machine design used
in our case study (Sec. 2.2) and discuss related work on synchro-
nization contracts (Sec. 2.3).

2.1 IPT services and SIP servlet containers
An IPT service implements adynamic collaboration among mul-

tiple endpoints, e.g., SIP devices and other IPT services. Each end-
point can be viewed as playing arole in the collaboration, where
the role determines the endpoint’s obligations and relationships to
other endpoints, much like the role played by an object determines
that object’s obligations and relationships to other objects in an OO
collaboration [20]. For example, the roles of the endpointsin a tele-
conferencing service might include “administrator,” whose player
is responsible for maintaining the service; “leader,” whose player
started and is therefore responsible for ending a specific teleconfer-
ence; and any number of “participants,” each of whose players has
joined the call. Communication with endpoints is accomplished
by exchanging messages asynchronously over two-way signaling
channels.

An IPT service is implemented as one or more servlets, which
are deployed to a SIP servlets container. The container simpli-
fies programming by automating routine details of SIP and other
generic concerns, like resource management and security. Each
servlet is a stateless object to which the container dispatches in-
coming SIP messages for processing. Being stateless, a servlet
may host multiple threads. When processing a message, a servlet
stores information it will need in order to process subsequent mes-
sages in programmer-definedattributes of container-managed ob-
jects, calledsessions. A container automatically associates two
types of sessions with a SIP message: anapplication session and
a SIP session. An application session typically stores application-
specific information, such as the identity of the service “adminis-
trator.” Different executions of a given service often share a single
application session to be able to exchange data. In contrast, they

typically aggregate disjoint sets of SIP sessions. Each SIPsession
objectifies a signaling channel between the service execution and
one of its role players (endpoints). The SIP session stores infor-
mation needed to send messages to the role player, e.g., the role
player’s media characteristics, as well as information needed to
carry out the business logic, e.g., the role played by the endpoint
and the sessions needed to signal other role players. We refer to
the service execution that creates a SIP session as the role player’s
parent execution.

To ensure responsiveness, a container executes in a dedicated
thread, listening for incoming messages on the network and for out-
going messages generated by the services it hosts. Upon receiving
a message bound for one of these services, the container determines
the servlet to route the message to and retrieves the message’s ap-
plication session and SIP session, or creates them if they donot
exist. It then dispatches a SIP thread to process the message, pass-
ing that thread the message and the associated servlet and sessions.
The thread processes the message by invoking amessage handler,
which the application programmer overrides to implement the ser-
vice’s business logic. For instance, the application programmer
typically implements the logic for processing anINVITE message
in thedoInvite method, the logic for processing anOKmessage in
the doSuccessResponse method, and so on. Collectively, these
methods are referred to asdoXXX methods.

Smith and Bond argue that a major source of the complexity of
modern telecommunication services stems from the need to main-
tain substantial execution state, and that use of the Echarts state-
machine programming notation can alleviate much of this complex-
ity [18]. The SIP-container API provides only low-level operations
for maintaining the state of a service execution, which mustbe im-
plemented using attributes in the sessions associated withthe ser-
vice execution. Specifically, the API provides operations to create
and destroy SIP sessions and to save and retrieve values of session
attributes. It also provides operations for mapping sessions to ses-
sion identifiers (IDs), suitable for transmitting over a network, and
for retrieving sessions from their IDs. Echarts permits an alternate
approach. The state maintenance logic is written in Echartsand
then automatically translated into a SIP servlets application.

As IPT applications have evolved from single-service routing ap-
plications to applications composed of multiple services and in-
volving multiple autonomous endpoints, the need to synchronize
concurrent service executions without incurring deadlockhas emerg-
ed as another significant issue for these applications. Somecon-
tainer implementations enforce synchronization policiesautomati-
cally and also provide proprietary synchronization commands. For
example, the container implemented by one popular vendor auto-
matically locks the application session before processingany mes-
sage bound to a service. A proprietary command also permits
grouping sequences of operations into special transactions. Fun-
damental problems with these and other such mechanisms are dis-
cussed in [14]. SNeF4SS (Section 3) leverages synchronization
contracts to allow developers to program SIP services usingstate-
machine designs in the knowledge that the executions will synchro-
nize correctly.

2.2 State-machine design of a dating service
The subject of our case study is a multi-party dating service,

which sets up a phone call between pairs of subscribers who dial
into the service to meet someone new.2 The dating service dele-
gates responsibility to collect match preferences to a media service,
which subsequently messages the dating service with the identities

2Much like omegle.com andchatroulette.com .
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not (peerToTry in TalkingWithMS))

-> Msr!OK; Msr!MESSAGE(PeerToTry)

T7: Msr?MESSAGE(def PeerToTry) &&

PeerToTry != null &&

PeerToTry in TalkingWithMS

-> Msr!OK; def Peer = PeerToTry;

Caller!INVITE(Peer); Peer to Pairing;

Peer!INVITE(Caller); Msr!BYE; Peer.Msr!BYE

T8: Caller?OK -> Caller!ACK

T9: Msr?MESSAGE(_) -> Msr!OK

T10: Msr?ERROR -> Caller!ERROR

T11: Caller?BYE -> Caller!OK; Msr!BYE;

Peer!BYE, Peer to Terminating

Figure 1: Business-machine design for a dial-up dating service

of callers who match each others’ preferences. This media service
is deployed as a separate SIP service.3

Figure 1 depicts a business-machine design describing the be-
havior of one execution of this service. Informally, a state(rounded
rectangle) records the service execution’s progress between mes-
sages and a transition (labelled arrow) denotes the processing of
a message. To reduce clutter, we depict transitions with identical
source states and identical target states by annotating a single arrow
with multiple labels. The Annotations Table associates each tran-
sition with aguarded command, of the formguard -> action_list,
which indicates the message that triggers the transition and the ef-

3For an early proof-of-concept study, we used a design of the dat-
ing service that abstracted the process whereby a caller selects a
matching caller by a function that simply returns a reference to an
arbitrary caller [13]. However, this simplification is unrealistic and,
in eliminating a crucial autonomous role and thus a major source
of asynchrony, also significantly reduces the complexity ofboth the
service logic and the required synchronization. The subject of the
study in this paper is a major redesign the original dating service.

fects of processing this message.
The guarded command notation combines ideas from CSP [12]

and collaboration-based design [23]. Areceive event, denoted
Role?msg , models the reception of a message of typemsg sent by
the endpoint playing roleRole . A receive event isenabled if the
message to be processed is of the indicated type and was sent by the
designated endpoint’s role player. Because SIP messaging is asyn-
chronous, the sending of a message is modeled by an action rather
than an event. DenotedRole!msg , the send action signifies that
a message of typemsg is sent to the endpoint playing roleRole .
Business data transmitted in a message, if any, are represented by
arguments in a send action and by formal parameters in a receive
event. Message transmission is asynchronous and messages need
not arrive in the order sent. A role designates an endpoint, e.g.,
Caller refers to the phone that dialed the dating service. The qual-
ifier def preceding a role signifies that the event/action defines the
role (i.e., binds it to an endpoint).

For example, when Mary dials the dating service, her phone
sends anINVITE message to the servlet container that hosts the dat-
ing service. Upon receiving this message, the container dispatches
it to a SIP thread for processing, thereby initializing a newexe-
cution of the dating service, which we refer to as Mary’s service
execution. The initial transition (T1) represents the processing of
this message. It binds theCaller role in Mary’s service execution
to Mary’s phone (the endpoint that sent the message). It thencre-
ates and sends a newINVITE message to a media service, binding
the media-service execution created by the media service when it
receives this message to theMsr role in Mary’s service execution.
This latter message carries an identifier designating Mary’s phone
(the caller), which the media service will need if Mary matches an-
other caller’s preferences. When the SIP thread processingMary’s
original INVITE message terminates, Mary’s service execution is
in stateInvitingMS . Because the SIP sessions for the endpoints
that play theCaller andMsr roles are created in processing this
message, Mary’s service execution is the parent service execution
for both endpoints.

If the media-service execution subsequently responds withanOK
message, Mary’s dating-service execution relays this response to
her phone (T2) and transitions into stateConnectingMS2Caller .
A subsequentACKresponse from Mary’s phone is similarly relayed
to the media service (T4). This exchange completes a three-way
handshake between Mary’s phone and the media service, permit-
ting Mary’s phone and the media service to exchange media di-
rectly with one another. While Mary’s phone and the media service
are connected, Mary’s service execution is in stateTalkingWith-
MS.

Normally, Mary’s service execution waits in this latter state un-
til it either receives a message containing the identity of acaller
that matches Mary’s preferences or Mary is selected by some other
caller. Either of these events requires that Mary’s serviceexecu-
tion performs a transitionsynchronously with another caller’s ser-
vice execution. For instance, suppose Mary signals a preference
for Tom, the caller in another dating-service execution. Her media-
service execution will then notify her dating-service execution of
her selection. However, by the time Mary’s service execution re-
ceives this notification message, Tom might not be available(e.g.,
Tom may have hung up or selected yet a third caller to be connected
with). Thus, to ensure that neither service execution gets into an
inconsistent state, the reception of the notification message should
trigger a simultaneous state change inboth Mary’s and Tom’s ser-
vice executions, but only if both are still available to be paired.

This rendezvous style of synchronization can be implemented by
acquiring locks on all sessions used to record the executionstate of



any peer in the rendezvous, and then modifying the attributes of
these sessions in a single critical section. In a business machine,
we show these rendezvous operations more abstractly using guard
conditions and actions that refer to the states of multiple service ex-
ecutions and using special transitions with no guarded commands.
Specifically, the guard condition (role in state) queries the state
of the parent service execution of the endpoint designated by role,
returning true if the service execution is in statestate and false oth-
erwise; and the action (role to state) transitions this same service
execution to statestate. A transition with no guarded command
(dashed arrow) signifies that when a service execution is in the
transition’s source state and not processing any message, another
service execution may perform an action that leaves it in thetransi-
tion’s target state.

Continuing with our example, suppose Mary’s service execution
receives aMESSAGEmessage while it is still in stateTalking-
WithMS and the identifier passed in forPeerToTry designates the
caller in Tom’s service execution. If Tom’s service execution is
also in stateTalkingWithMS , Mary’s service execution transitions
both itself and Tom’s service execution into statePairing (T7).
In Pairing , Mary’s service execution attempts to connect Mary’s
phone and the peer’s phone (T8). On the other hand, if Tom’s ser-
vice execution is not in stateTalkingWithMS when Mary’s ser-
vice execution receives theMESSAGEmessage, Tom is no longer
available, and Mary’s service execution arranges for Mary to select
a different caller (T6). At any time, Mary can terminate her ser-
vice execution by hanging up (T3, T5, or T11). Additionally, while
the dating service is trying to connect the media service to Mary’s
phone, the media service can signal an error has occurred (T10).

For our case study (Section 4), we refined the business-machine
design in Figure 1 into three implementations—two that run di-
rectly on the container API and one that runs on our middleware
API. We then compared the alternative implementations withre-
spect to design transparency and performance.

2.3 Related work on synchronization contracts
Before describing our framework, we briefly discuss two existing

contract-based synchronization models, SCOOP [16] and Szumo [1],
which have influenced our work. Both are designed for general
OO languages, in which communication is primarily synchronous.
To use SCOOP for controlling access to sessions, sessions should
be implemented asseparate objects [16]. But it is difficult to see
how a message handler would be programmed to use SCOOP con-
tracts (method preconditions) to emulate transitions of a business
machine, as the handler must infer the sessions (separate objects) it
needs to access—their identities are not known when the handler is
invoked.

The contracts used with SNeF4SS are modified Szumo-style con-
tracts. In Szumo, a synchronization contract is declared ina class
interface for use with all objects of that type (instances ofthe class).
The synchronization contract for an objecto distinguishes a finite
set ofsynchronization states of o and associates a finite set ofhan-
dles with each synchronization state, where handles are local ex-
pressions that reference shared objects. The contract asserts that
o needs exclusive access to all objects referenced by handlesthat
the contract associates with a synchronization states from the time
thato enterss until it next leavess. In SNeF4SS, a synchronization
contract instead declares, for each transition in a business machine,
a guard condition and a set of handles, which are to be used in
determining, respectively, when the transition is taken and the ses-
sions it will access. We do not associate handles with statesof a
business machine because a state in a business machine represents
a period of inactivity; shared data needs to be protected when a

service execution processes a message, not when it is idle. Ad-
ditionally, because a servlet has no state, a programmer does not
specify handles using local expressions, as in Szumo; instead, she
specifies how to navigate the message-processing context tolocate
the sessions that a transition will manipulate.

A thread in an OO program has more in common with a ser-
vice execution than with a SIP thread. A thread in a SIP container
processes just a single message and is very short-lived. Because
acquiring locks in the midst of processing a message would incur
unpredictable delay, and might unduly tie up data needed by other
service executions or even cause deadlock, doing so is not advised.
For these reasons, SNeF4SS ensures that transitions are transac-
tional [2]. Because many actions performed when processinga
message cannot be retracted, it uses a pessimistic locking protocol,
acquiring locks for all needed sessions prior to performingany of a
transition’s actions.

3. SNeF4SS
SNeF4SS is a middleware layer between the servlet and the con-

tainer. Its purpose is to encapsulate the implementation ofa servlet’s
synchronization logic. Instead of embedding operational synchro-
nization code into message handlers, the application programmer
declares the conditions under which a servlet performs transitions
and the sessions that it accesses when performing them (Sec.3.2).
These declarations are the synchronization contracts. Shealso writes
a message handler, which implements the actions that are performed
on transitions (Sec. 3.3). Consulting the contract and the message
handler, the framework automatically emulates the business ma-
chine while preventing data races and deadlock (Sec. 3.4). To fa-
cilitate the description of SNeF4SS, we begin by describingthe
pseudocode conventions used throughout the remainder of the pa-
per (Sec. 3.1).

3.1 Pseudocode conventions
Prior to writing the contracts or any message handlers, the pro-

grammer must decide how she will represent concepts in the busi-
ness machine as data objects that a message handler can manipu-
late when processing a message. Because a servlet is stateless, the
handler must use the servlets-container API to navigate from the
message-processing context to any data it needs. Thus, the data (or
references to the data) are typically stored as values of attributes in
SIP sessions.

For the dating service, we give every SIP session an attribute,
namedrole , that is assigned one of two values:“Caller” , if the
SIP session objectifies the service execution’s channel to its caller;
or “Msr” , if it objectifies the service execution’s channel to the me-
dia service. Before processing a message, the handler checks the
value of this attribute to determine which endpoint sent themes-
sage. The other attributes in a SIP session depend on the value of
therole attribute:

• if role == “Caller” :
cs : the state of the service execution
msr : the SIP session for the service execution’s channel to

the media service
p2t : the SIP session in a peer’s service execution for the

channel to the peer execution’s caller

• if role == “Msr” :
caller : the SIP session for the service execution’s channel

to its caller

We use this attribute scheme and a simple version ofnaviga-
tion expressions [9] in describing both contracts and the processing



nav_expr = mess_desc
| sess_desc, { "." , name } ∗

mess_desc = "msg" , "." , ( "method" | "payl" )
sess_desc = "msg" , "." , ( "apps" | "sips" )

| name

Figure 2: SNeF4SS navigation expressions. (Extended BNF
notation: “typewriter” – terminal; italics – non-terminal;
comma – concatenation; vertical bar – alternation; set brackets
– (optional) repetition; equal – definition; parentheses – group-
ing.)

performed in message handlers. A navigation expression is a“dot-
separated” sequence of two or more names (Fig. 2). It consists
either of a message descriptor or of a session descriptor, where the
latter may be followed by any number of names. A message de-
scriptor stands for information that is found in the message. We use
two in this example:msg.payl stands for the information trans-
mitted in the payload of a message, andmsg.method stands for
the method named in the first line of a SIP request message or the
type of response designated by the response code in the first line of
a SIP response message. Thus, for example, when processing are-
sponse message, the navigation expressionmsg.method signifies
the response type (e.g.,OK). In contrast, a navigation expression
that contains a session descriptor specifies how to locate session
data. The session descriptorsmsg.apps and msg.sips indicate
that the traversal starts in the message’s application session and in
the message’s SIP session, respectively. Any other name used as a
session descriptor denotes a variable that references a session. Ad-
ditional names attached to a session descriptor designate aseries of
attributes to be traversed to reach a data object. For example, when
processing a message sent by a service execution’s caller, the navi-
gation expressionmsg.sips.msr stands for the SIP session for the
service execution’s channel to the media service.

Finally, we introduce three abstract functions to use in pseu-
docode descriptions.

• send(method, payl, chan) : Creates and sends a mes-
sage. Arguments indicate the method or response code, the
payload, and the channel (recipient).

• getID(ss) : Returns the session identifier that the container
associates with a session.

• getSession(ssid) : Returns the session indicated by a ses-
sion ID.

3.2 Synchronization contracts
SNeF4SS synchronization contracts declare guard conditions for

the transitions in a business machine and handles for the sessions
that the transitions manipulate. These declarations permit the mid-
dleware to automatically acquire sessions, as they are needed, in
order to emulate execution of the business machine without incur-
ring data races or deadlock.

SNeF4SS reads an XML encoding of a table defining a servlet’s
contracts. Table 1 depicts some of the contracts for the dating ser-
vice example. Each row of this table names a transition (firstcol-
umn), specifies a guard expression (middle column) and a set of
handles (last column), and defines any variables used in the con-
tract (spanning the last two columns). The guard condition speci-
fies when the transition is executed as a boolean expression.The

handles specify the set of data objects to which a message handler
assumes it has exclusive access for the duration of a transition—
namely, all sessions that are traversed in evaluating any ofthe han-
dles. For example, the first row of Table 1 specifies that anOK
response, if sent by the media service and received while a service
execution is in stateInvitingMS , triggers transitionT2, and that
during execution of this transition, the handler assumes ithas ex-
clusive access to the SIP session for the caller (msg.sips.caller )
and, because the SIP session for the media service (msg.sips ) is
traversed in evaluating the handle, to this latter SIP session as well.
The table illustrates contracts for the transitions triggered by two
types of SIP messages:OKmessages andMESSAGEmessages. The
former is representative of a response type and the latter isthe re-
quest type requiring the most complex processing in this example.
SNeF4SS automatically translates navigation expressionsinto ap-
propriate calls on the container API when evaluating contracts.

3.3 The message handler
When writing a servlet that will run directly on the container

API, a programmer typically implements the actions described by
a business machine in multiple message-specificdoXXX methods.
For a servlet that will use the SNeF4SS API, the programmer in-
stead overrides a single abstract handler method, calleddoTran-
sition (Fig. 3).

The doTransition method is passed the name of the transi-
tion to emulate and the message to process. Based on the transition
name, it selects a branch of a conditional statement, which carries
out the actions for that transition. For example, the first branch
of the conditional (lines 2–7) in Figure 3 implements the actions
performed by the initial transition,T1, of the business machine in
Figure 1. Briefly, it initializes attributesrole andcs in the mes-
sage’s SIP session (lines 2 and 3, resp.); creates a new SIP session
to serve as the service execution’s channel to the media service
and assigns this new session to attributemsr (line 4); initializes at-
tributescaller androle in this new session (lines 5 and 6, resp.);
and sends anINVITE message to the media service (line 7) con-
taining an identifier, which the container associates with the caller’s
SIP session.

When refining a business machine into an actual servlet, a pro-
grammer substitutes calls to the container API for the pseudocode
shown in our figures. This step is routine, but tedious and prone
to error because of the low level at which the programming must
currently be done. Understanding the actual servlet code requires a
deeper understanding of SIP than can be conveyed here. However,
the actual source code is available for download at our website.4

Moreover, a conclusion of our case study is that this translation
could be largely automated.

3.4 Operation of the framework
When a SNeF4SS servlet is deployed to a container, the servlet’s

contract is loaded and parsed into an internal representation for
later evaluation relative to different message-processing contexts.
Subsequently, upon being dispatched, a SNeF4SS thread evaluates
this internal representation relative to the message that it was dis-
patched to process, producing adynamic contract. The dynamic
contract contains the name of the transition, if any, that the mes-
sage triggers, together with references to the sessions obtained by
evaluating the handles associated with this transition. Ifthe dy-
namic contract is null, the message does not trigger any transi-
tion, and so the SNeF4SS thread just terminates without calling
the handler. This helps to automatically absorb resent or irrele-
vant messages. More typically, the dynamic contract is non-null
4http://www.cse.msu.edu/sens/szumo/SNeF/
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T2 msg.method == OK && msg.sips.role == "Msr" && msg.sips.caller
msg.sips.caller.cs == "InvitingMS"

T6 p2t = getSession(ssid = msg.payl)
msg.method == MESSAGE && msg.sips.role == "Msr" && msg.sips.caller ,
msg.sips.caller.cs == "TalkingWithMS" && p2t
(p2t == null ||p2t.cs != "TalkingWithMS" )

T7 p2t = getSession(ssid = msg.payl)
msg.method == MESSAGE && msg.sips.role == "Msr" && msg.sips.caller ,
msg.sips.caller.cs == "TalkingWithMS" && p2t.msr
p2t != null && p2t.cs == "TalkingWithMS"

T8 msg.method == OK && msg.sips.role == "Caller" && msg.sips
msg.sips.cs == "Pairing"

T9 msg.method == MESSAGE && msg.sips.role == "Msr" && msg.sips
(msg.sips.caller.cs == "Pairing"

||msg.sips.caller.cs == "TalkingWithPeer"
||msg.sips.caller.cs == "Terminating" )

Table 1: Synchronization contracts for transitions triggered by OKand MESSAGEmessages.

and the thread then performs a negotiation protocol to acquire the
needed sessions. During negotiation the thread may yield toother
threads contending for some of the same sessions in order to pre-
vent deadlock. When it succeeds in acquiring the needed sessions,
a SNeF4SS thread invokes the servlet’sdoTransition method,
passing it the name of the transition and the original message. Fi-
nally, when the call todoTransition returns, the thread releases
all sessions and terminates.

In essence, SNeF4SS encapsulates a distributed concurrency con-
troller[3]. It automatically creates an isolated zone [7, Chap. 5]
containing the resources needed by the handler. There are many
protocols for acquiring a set of resources without incurring dead-
lock [25]. Known protocols range in complexity, from relatively
simple algorithms [10], which may be overly pessimistic or un-
fair, to complex algorithms [1, 6], which can permit more concur-
rency and be fairer, but at some extra costs in overhead. To separate
the implementation of the negotiation protocol from the rest of the
framework, SNeF4SS encapsulates the protocol implementation in
negotiator objects, which implement a generic Negotiator API.

Encapsulating the synchronization code within a frameworkin
this manner promises a number of benefits. First, it frees theappli-
cation programmer to focus on design and implementation of the
business logic. As illustrated in Figure 3, the servlet codedoes
not tangle business code with synchronization code. The business
logic is thus relatively easy to trace to the servlet code. Second,
experts in concurrent programming can write the implementation
of the locking protocol to be efficient under expected usage pro-
files and validate that it avoids deadlock and starvation. The appli-
cation programmer, who is an expert in the business domain, but
may not be proficient in thread programming, does not write the
code to acquire and release sessions. Use of the framework can
thus offer strong guarantees with regard to efficiency and absence
of concurrency errors. Third, alternative synchronization proto-
col implementations can be seamlessly swapped into the frame-
work to accommodate changes in a service’s usage profile. Con-
currency experts can develop custom negotiators by programming
to the SNeF4SS Negotiator API [15]. The current SNeF4SS toolkit
provides three alternative negotiators for an applicationprogram-
mer to use off-the-shelf.

4. CASE STUDY
Having introduced the business-machine design for the dating

service and described our framework, we now turn to describing
the case study. We developed and compared three implementations
of the design described in Section 2.2 in an attempt to understand
tradeoffs between design transparency and performance. The goal
was to determine if additional investment in generative program-
ming of IPT services from high-level designs and synchronization
contracts is warranted. Toward this end, the case study looked at
two key questions:

1. How does servlet code written to run directly on the container
API compare to servlet code written to run on SNeF4SS with
respect to design transparency and code complexity?

2. What are the performance costs to use contract-based syn-
chronization instead of hand-written synchronization?

This section considers Question 1, which is difficult to quantify,
but is important for reasoning about correctness and determining
how well the framework would support automated generation of
IPT services. The next section considers Question 2, which is a
concern because quality-of-service is a critical differentiator among
providers in this domain [5].

We originally intended to re-engineer an existing service to use
as the subject of the case study. However, we abandoned this plan
for two reasons. First, the field of IPT services has grown outof
the telecommunications domain, in which software tends to be pro-
prietary. The only open source services that we found were those
packaged with open source containers to show how to use the con-
tainer API; they were far too simple to serve as subjects for our
case study. We are currently working with the SPEC SIP Commit-
tee on development of a benchmark for evaluating SIP application
servers,5 but this effort started long after we performed the case
study reported here. A second reason for developing a service from
scratch was to be able to address the two questions identified. For
Question 1, we needed to start with a well-engineered business-
machine design. For Question 2, we needed to control carefully
for both differences in the implementations and for factorsnot re-
lated to synchronization that could affect our measurements. How-
ever, mindful of this potential threat to validity, we provide the full

5http://www.spec.org/specsip



void doTransition (name:String, msg:SIPMessage){
1 if (name == "T1") { caller = msg.sips
2 caller.role = "Caller"
3 caller.cs = "InvitingMS"
4 caller.msr = new SIP session
5 caller.msr.caller = caller
6 caller.msr.role = "Msr"
7 send(method = INVITE,

payl = getID(ss = caller),
chan = caller.msr) }

//
8 else if (name == "T2") { msr = msg.sips
9 send(method = OK, chan = msr.caller)
10 msr.caller.cs = "ConnectingMS2Caller" }

//
...

11 else if (name == "T6") { msr = msg.sips
12 send(method = OK, chan = msr)
13 send(method = MESSAGE, payl = msg.payl,

chan = msr) }
//

14 else if (name == "T7") { msr = msg.sips
15 caller = msr.caller
16 p2t = getSession(ssid = msg.payl)
17 send(method = OK, chan = msr)
18 caller.p2t = p2t
19 caller.cs = "Pairing"
20 p2t.cs = "Pairing"

// connect caller and p2t
21 send(method = INVITE, chan = caller,

payl = p2t.SDPinfo)
22 send(method = INVITE, chan = p2t,

payl = caller.SDPinfo )
// tear down both channels to media service

23 send(method = BYE, chan = msr)
24 send(method = BYE,

chan = p2t.msr) }
//

25 else if (name == "T8") {caller = msg.sips
26 send(message = ACK, chan = caller
27 caller.cs = "TalkingWithPeer" }
28 else if (name == "T9") {
29 send(message = OK, chan = msg.sips) }

... }

Figure 3: Pseudocode for part of a handler to use with SNeF4SS

source code for all versions of the dating service developedfor this
study and instructions for replicating our results.6

For the case study, we implemented the business machine from
Section 2.2 three times. Two of the implementations target the con-
tainer API and the third targets the SNeF4SS API. We refer to the
first two asmanual versions, because they embed custom code to
synchronize concurrent executions, and to the third as thecontract
version, because it leverages synchronization contracts. We then
compared the manual versions to the contract version on measures
that speak to the two questions.

To facilitate comparison and highlight tradeoffs between design
transparency and efficiency in the three implementations, we first
describe how the business logic is expressed in servlet code, with-
out concern for synchronization (Section 4.1). Then we describe
how the different approaches for implementing the synchronization
logic affect this servlet code (Section 4.2).

6http://www.cse.msu.edu/sens/szumo/SNeF

4.1 Implementing the business logic
Before writing any code, we designed a scheme for storing and

retrieving persistent data in SIP sessions. The requirements for
such a scheme are similar, whether targeting the container API or
the SNeF4SS API. When processing a message, the handler must
find any data it needs by navigating the message-processing con-
text. The scheme that we started with for all versions is thatde-
scribed in Section 3.1.

Manual versions. The manual versions must conform to the
programming rules in JSR 289 [22]. According to this standard,
the servlet inherits from the classSipServlet and overrides the
appropriatedoXXX methods. When a SIP thread is dispatched to
process a message, it invokes the servlet’sservice method. This
latter method examines the message type and then invokes theap-
propriatedoXXX method. A SIP thread performs these operations
automatically. Therefore, the application programmer need only
write code for thedoXXXmethods to implement the business logic.

Because thedoXXXmethod that a SIP thread invokes depends on
the type of the message to be processed, we partitioned the transi-
tions of the business machine, putting all transitions thatare trig-
gered by a given message type into the same equivalence class.
We then implemented the transitions for an equivalence class as a
doXXX method.

void doSuccessResponse (msg: SIP Message){
1 if (msg.sips.role == "Caller") {
2 if (msg.sips.cs == "Pairing") {

//T8 (Fig. 3, lines 25-27)
}}

3 else if (msg.sips.role == "Msr") {
4 if (msg.sips.caller.cs == "InvitingMS") {

//T2 (Fig. 3, lines 8-10)
}}

}

void doMessage(msg: SIP Message) {
5 msr = msg.sips
6 caller = msr.caller
7 p2t = getSession(ssid = msg.payl)
8 if (caller.cs == "TalkingWithMS") {
9 if (p2t == null or

p2t.cs != "TalkingWithMS") {
//T6 (Fig. 3, lines 11-13)

}
10 else {

//T7 (Fig. 3, lines 14-24)
}}

11 else {
// caller.cs is one of: "Pairing" or
// "TalkingWithPeer" or "Terminating"
//T9 (Fig. 3, line 28, line 29)

}
}

Figure 4: Pseudocode for two SIP handlers

To illustrate, Figure 4 shows pseudocode for two representative
handlers,doSuccessResponse and doMessage . Briefly, when
the dating service receives anOKresponse message, it checks whether
the response was sent by the caller (line 1) or the media service
(line 3), and then checks the current state. If the caller sent the re-
sponse and the service execution is in statePairing (line 2), the
handler implements transitionT8. If the media service sent the re-
sponse and the service execution is in stateInvitingMS (line 4),



the handler implements transitionT2. In all other cases, the mes-
sage has no affect on the service execution. The most complex
handler isdoMessage (lines 5–11). It does not check the role of
the sender because the caller does not sendMESSAGEmessages to
the dating service. However, if the service execution is in state
TalkingWithMS , the handler checks if the service execution of
the prospective peer is also in stateTalkingWithMS , implement-
ing transitionT7, if it is, and transitionT6, otherwise (lines 10
and 9). Finally, the handler executesT9 (a self loop) in all other
cases (line 11).

Contract version. For the contract version, instead of inheriting
directly from SipServlet , the servlet class inherits from a base
class that SNeF4SS defines via subclassingSipServlet . The new
base class overrides theservice method from theSipServlet
class. The SNeF4SSservice method does not delegate handling
of different messages to different handlers; instead, it uses a ne-
gotiator object to learn the transition to emulate and then invokes
doTransition , passing both the transition name and the message
as arguments. Like a SIP thread, a SNeF4SS thread automatically
invokes the servlet’sservice method. Therefore, the application
programmer’s job consists of writing code for thedoTransition
method to implement the actions performed on transitions ofthe
business machine. Section 3.3 describes this process and shows
pseudocode for handlingOKandMESSAGEmessages (Fig. 3).

Discussion. The example pseudocode in Figures 3 and 4 il-
lustrates one advantage of a middleware that leverages contracts
to support the business machine abstraction. Declaring transitions
and associated guard conditions in separate contracts thatthe mid-
dleware uses to automatically determine the transition to emulate
permits the use of a handler whose structure very transparently par-
allels the structure of the business machine. The application pro-
grammer does not need to partition the business logic into handlers
for different types of SIP messages, or clutter the handler with code
to check the role of the message sender or the execution state. The
use of explicit transition names in the SNeF4SS handler makes it
self-documenting. Tracing transitions of the business machine to
the code in message-specific SIP handlers can be difficult, espe-
cially in the absence of comments spelling out the correspondence.

4.2 Implementing synchronization
Threads hosted by the same container must be properly synchro-

nized to protect shared sessions from data races and to prevent
deadlock. All three versions of the dating service use the same
locking protocol, resource numbering [11], to avoid deadlock. In
order to better understand tradeoffs between design transparency,
code complexity, and efficiency, one of the manual versions uses
the same generic ordering scheme as the contract version—ordering
sessions by hash codes that the Sun Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
assigns to objects—and the other employs an application-specific
ordering scheme.

First manual version. For the first manual version, we tried
to retain as much design transparency as possible. Toward this
end, we extended the base servlet class with two new methods:
acquire( ) aggregates the logic for each message type to infer
and acquire locks on all needed sessions; andrelease( ) releases
all locks held by the handler. We then added a call toacquire as
the first instruction and a call torelease as the last instruction in
eachdoXXX method.7

7with one exception,doINVITE —In theory, a race on the mes-
sage’s SIP session could occur betweendoINVITE and doCAN-
CEL, but the likelihood is extremely small and, in any case, the
race would be benign becausedoCANCELinvalidates the signaling
channel with the caller.

The application programmer must write theacquire( ) and
release( ) methods. It is easy to write a “generic”release( )
method, which simply releases the locks on all sessions heldby the
message handler. However, theacquire( ) must infer the sessions
that should be locked, which requires precisely the information en-
coded in our contracts. In the absence of explicit declarations en-
coding this information, the application programmer must write an
acquire( ) method that hard codes this information.

To infer the sessions that are needed, theacquire( ) method
in our first manual version aggregates the control logic of all han-
dlers: First, it determines the message type, the role played by the
endpoint that sent the message, and the state of the service execu-
tion. Based on this information, it determines the actions that must
be performed and the sessions that will be accessed in performing
these actions. During this inference process, the method locks a
session when necessary to traverse an attribute in that session (e.g.,
to infer a session some action will access). Because the traversal
order may be inconsistent with the hash-code order used to pre-
vent deadlock, the code to evaluate a navigation expressionthat
traverses multiple sessions without introducing deadlockis com-
plex. It must allow that, to acquire a lock on a new session, the
handler may have to release locks on sessions that are already held
and reacquire them once it has locked the new session, and that the
states of the reacquired sessions may change between the time they
are released and the time they are reacquired. To avoid this com-
plexity and extra overhead, in this first manual version of the dating
service, we added acs attribute to the SIP session for each service
execution’s channel to the media service; this attribute simply du-
plicates thecs attribute in the SIP session for the service execu-
tion’s channel to the caller. By duplicating this information in both
SIP sessions of a service execution, we arrange that only theSIP
session associated with the message is needed in order to determine
all sessions that must be acquired.8 Thus, ouracquire( ) method
locks the message’s SIP session and infers the sessions needed to
process the message. It then proceeds to acquire the needed ses-
sions in hash-code order, releasing and reacquiring the message’s
SIP session if necessary to acquire all the sessions in hash-code or-
der. It is unlikely that, in the time between releasing the message’s
SIP session and reacquiring it, thecs attribute will have changed.
However, if it does, the method can simply restart.

Duplicating thecs attribute in the SIP sessions for both role
players in a service execution simplifies the synchronization logic
in theacquire( ) method, but requires adding to the servlet of the
previous subsection code that keeps the duplicate attribute values
consistent. It also means that, at a minimum, a thread must ac-
quire the sessions for both of the role players in a service execution
when processing any message. For instance, suppose a threadis
dispatched with anOKmessage sent by the caller in a service ex-
ecution when the service execution is in statePairing (transition
T8). In the first manual version the thread must acquire both the
message’s SIP session and the SIP session for the media service in
order to update thecs attributes in both sessions; whereas, in the
optimized and contract versions, only the message’s SIP session is
needed.

Second manual version.The second manual version trades de-
sign transparency in order to optimize performance. In thisversion,
we embedded synchronization code directly into the branches of
handlers, thereby eliminating the need to duplicate the control logic
by which a handler infers the actions to perform in theacquire

method. Doing the acquisition and release in the same method

8for T7, themsr attribute of the peer session can be safely accessed
without locking the peer session because the attribute is a “single-
assignment” attribute



also allows use of Java synchronized statements instead of explicit
locks.

To simplify the locking logic, we developed a custom order for
acquiring resources. We first ordered the SIP sessions in anygiven
service execution so that the SIP session for the caller immediately
precedes that for the media service. Then we used the hash-code
order between the SIP sessions for the callers in different service
executions to induce a total order on the full space of SIP sessions.
Finally, as a further optimization in this version, we leveraged the
knowledge that attributerole is a single assignment attribute—i.e.,
role is assigned a value at initialization and is never reassigned—
to reduce the size of critical regions.

void doSuccessResponse(msg:SIPMessage) {
1 if (msg.sips.role == "Caller") {

//a.o.: msg.sips < msg.sips.msr
2 synchronized (msg.sips) {
3 if (msg.sips.cs == "Pairing") {

//T8 (Fig. 3, lines 25-27)
}}}

4 else if (msg.sips.role == "Msr") {
//a.o.: msg.sips.caller < msg.sips

5 synchronized (msg.sips.caller) {
6 if (msg.sips.caller.cs ==

"InvitingMS") {
7 synchronized (msg.sips) {

//T2 (Fig. 3, lines 8-10)
}}}}}

void doMessage(msg:SIPMessage) {
// (Fig. 4, lines 5 - 7)

8 synchronized (msr) { // factor out Msr!OK
9 // T9 (Fig. 3, line 29)

}
10 if (p2t == null) {
11 synchronized (msr) {
12 // T6’ (Fig. 3, lines 11, 13)
13 return

}}
// deadlock avoidance

14 if (caller < p2t) {
// a.o.: caller < msr < p2t < p2t.msr

15 synchronized (caller) {
16 if (caller.cs == "TalkingWithMS") {
17 synchronized (msr) {
18 synchronized (p2t) {
19 if (p2t.cs != "TalkingWithMS") {
20 // T6’ (Fig. 3, lines 11, 13)

}
21 else {
22 synchronized (p2t.msr) {
23 // T7’ (Fig. 3, lines 14-16,

// 18-24)
}}}}}}}

24 else {
// a.o.: p2t < p2t.msr < caller < msr

25 // ...
}}

Figure 5: Portion of an optimized handler

Figure 5 illustrates the structure of the optimized handlers for
OKandMESSAGEmessages. Integrating the synchronization logic
into doSuccessResponse is straightforward. No locks are needed
when determining the role that the message sender plays (lines 1
and 4). If it plays the caller role, the handler needs to lock only the
message’s SIP session (line 2). Otherwise, the handler may need
both of the service execution’s SIP sessions. The prescribed ac-
quisition order (a.o. ) requires the handler to first acquire the SIP

session for the caller (line 5) and then, if needed, the SIP session
for the media service (line 7).

In contrast, integrating the synchronization logic into the do-
Message method makes the method significantly more complex.
The handler must implement logic for two possible acquisition or-
ders. We show the logic for just one of them (lines 14-23). The
elided branch (lines 24, 25) is similar in complexity to the one
shown, but is not a mirror image because the acquisition order af-
fects the order of the nested conditionals.

Contract Version. For the contract version of the dating service,
we wrote contracts declaring guard conditions and handles for the
11 transitions in Figure 1. The contracts are written in XML.They
all follow the pattern of those illustrated in Table 1.

Discussion.Targeting the SNeF4SS API reduced both the amount
and the complexity of the code that an application programmer
needs to write for this example. The lines of code (LOC) for the
message handlers in the optimized version (the shorter of the two
manual versions) total to approximately 350. The message handler
in the contract version contains approximately 200 LOC. Counting
each contract as 5 LOC brings an estimate of LOC for the contract
version to about 250.

The additional code in the manual versions accounts for mostof
the complexity of the code that the application programmer must
write. As an indication of the complexity of the synchronization
code in the optimized version, we tabulated the number of synchro-
nized statements and their synchronized-nesting depths. Six of the
message handlers in this version contain synchronized statements.
Altogether, these 6 handlers contain 19 synchronized statements:
eight at depth 1, five at depth 2, four at depth 3, and two at depth 4.
The synchronization code dwarfs the business code indoMessage

and doBye , which contain the depth-3 and depth-4 synchronized
statements.

Synchronization code, whether encapsulated in a frameworkor
written by the programmer, must infer the sessions that needto be
acquired. Thus, the programmer must identify both guard condi-
tions and handles, whether using the container API or the SNeF4SS
API. When using SNeF4SS, the programmer expresses this infor-
mation declaratively in a contract and leaves the frameworkto de-
termine when and in what order to lock sessions. When using the
container API, the programmer writes low-level operational code
that infers the sessions needed and then acquires them in a consis-
tent order. This code is significantly more complex than the code
implementing the business logic. If mixed into the handlers, it ob-
scures the business code and, as illustrated by Figure 5, makes trac-
ing the business design to the code very difficult.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The previous section presents the three implementations devel-

oped for the feasibility study and demonstrates that contract-based
synchronization can provide benefits for design and development.
This section describes the empirical evaluation we performed to as-
sess whether dynamically interpreting contracts and usinga generic
negotiation protocol to acquire the needed sessions is practical in
this domain.

We ran each of the three implementations of the dating service
in the same test environment and under essentially the same loads
and usage profiles. For each run, we calculated two widely-used
performance metrics for SIP containers—throughput and response
time.9 We then compared how these metrics scale as the call rate
increases. The remainder of this section provides details of the

9We also measured garbage collection rates and thread context
switches, but do not report these results for lack of space.
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Figure 6: Sample message flows produced by three representative usage profiles

test environment (Sec. 5.1) and the test runs (Sec. 5.2), andthen
presents and discusses the performance results (Sec. 5.3 and 5.4,
resp.).

5.1 Test environment
Our test environment contains five computers on a 100M switched

ethernet network: two servers, one running the dating service and
the other running the media service; two load generators, each sim-
ulating sets of callers; and one test coordinator, which reboots the
servers prior to each run, triggers the load generators, andcollects
performance data.

Each server has a 64-bit Intel Xeon Quad Core 1.6GHz processor
and 4G of memory. On each, we run 64-bit Linux (2.6 kernel),
64-bit JVM (Sun JDK 1.6.0 Update 14), and Sailfin SIP Servlet
Container (1.0).10 To reduce the impact of garbage collection, we
configure the JVM using the guidelines in [19].

Each load generator has a 32-bit Intel Pentium IV 2.4GHz CPU
and 1G of memory. The load generators run 32-bit Linux (2.6 ker-
nel) and SIPp (3.1),11 a widely used SIP load generating tool, to
simulate concurrent callers. The hardware and software forthe test
coordinator are not material to the performance evaluation.

This hardware and software determines thecapacity of the test
environment. In test runs of the optimized version of the dating
service, we observed that at about 100 concurrent service execu-
tions, the container starts to thrash. A call rate is unsustainable
when messages from uncompleted service executions start toaccu-
mulate. We therefore regard 100 concurrent service executions as
representing an overload for our configuration of the datingservice.
In contrast, our tests indicate that the optimized version can sustain
80 concurrent service executions indefinitely. We therefore regard
80 concurrent service executions as the expected load for our test
configuration.

5.2 Test runs
A test run simulates a set of callers over a period of 300 seconds.

Because performance is affected both by a caller’s usage profile and
by the call rate, a test run controls for both. We distinguishthree
usage profiles, which produce different message flows (Figure 6):
Cancel (left) simulates a caller who hangs up immediately after
placing the call;Early Bye (middle) simulates a caller who hangs up
after her phone acknowledges the firstOKresponse and before being
paired with another caller; andComplete Call (right) simulates a

10http://sailfin.dev.java.net
11http://sipp.sourceforge.net

caller who talks with another caller for two seconds and thenhangs
up. To indicate messages that are processed and sent by the same
thread, we show thread number in parentheses. In practice, we
expect callers to exhibit a mixture of these usage profiles, with the
majority executing Complete Call. For a test run, therefore, we
fixed the probabilities of the usage profiles at 5% Cancel, 5% Early
Bye, and 90% Complete Call, randomly assigning a usage profile
to each simulated caller with these probabilities.

To measure performance at expected load, we started each test
run at 10 calls-per-second (cps) and increased the call rateby 5 cps
every 10 seconds. Upon reaching expected load, or 80 concurrent
service executions, we adjusted the call rate to keep the load just
under 80. To measure differences in scalability, we increased the
call rate by 5 cps every 10 seconds until 100 concurrent service
executions was reached, instead of 80. We then adjusted the call
rate to keep the number of concurrent service executions near 100.
Each test starts with a warmup phase, during which containers are
booted and data structures are initialized. No data is collected dur-
ing this phase, as it is not material to performance of the service.
We ran each test 10 times, each time for 300 seconds. The numbers
reported are thus averages of 10 runs over these 300 seconds.

5.3 Performance results
The first manual version and the contract version of the dating

service performed essentially the same in our test runs. Forthis
reason and for lack of space, we present results of just the opti-
mized and contract versions. Figure 7 plots results of measuring
throughput (top two graphs) and response times12 (bottom graph)
for the optimized version (black solid) and the contract version (red
dashed). We report throughput while operating under expected load
(top) and under an overload (middle).

For throughput, we analyzed the system logs generated by the
container, reporting the average number of messages processed per
second during a run. Both implementations exhibited essentially
the same throughput in the first 120 seconds. Prior to the 90thsec-
ond, the throughput increased in a “step-like" fashion because the
call rate increased by 5 every 10 seconds. Throughput leveled off
as the number of concurrent service executions neared theirtar-
gets: 80, which occurred at about the 70th second, under expected
load; and 100, which occurred at about the 90th second, underthe
overload. The callers then started to maintain the target loads. In
the case of expected load, throughput is essentially identical for
the full 300 seconds. In the case of overload, both implementa-

12also referred to ascall-setup delay
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Figure 7: Performance comparison between optimized and
contract versions (top: throughput at expected load; middle:
throughput when overloaded; bottom: response time when
overloaded

tions continue to exhibit similar throughput for approximately an-
other 30 seconds. After this period, the throughput of the contract
implementation begins to drop when overloaded, whereas that of
the manual implementation remains relatively stable untilthe 160th
second, at which time it also begins to drop.

For response time, we averaged all per-caller response times re-
ported by SIPp, where a per-caller response time is the time elapsed
between when the caller sends theINVITE message invoking a
dating-service execution and receives anOKresponse from the dat-
ing service. As in the case of message throughput, we observed
no noticeable difference in the performance of the optimized and
contract versions as long as the system was not overloaded. But
after about 30 seconds at near 100 concurrent service executions,
we began to observe better measures for the optimized version. For
the contract version, the response time is under 20 ms for 93%of
the calls, and under 50 ms for 97%. For the optimized version,
these percentages are 98% and 99%, respectively. Although the
optimized version established more calls (5%) within 20 ms,both
versions established most calls (97% and 99%) within 50 ms.

5.4 Discussion: Performance
Because the first manual version and the contract version use

the same generic locking protocol, we expected them to exhibit

the same scaling behavior. We attribute the finding that the ac-
tual measures observed for the contract version were as goodas
those for the first manual version to the fact that the first manual
version needs to spend extra time in evaluating the guards inthe
acquire( ) method. Essentially, the overhead to evaluate the con-
tract is similar to that to evaluate the guards.

The optimized version and the contract version exhibit the same
scaling behavior when running near expected load. However,they
exhibit different scaling behavior from the 120th second tothe
160th second, when the container is overloaded. We believe this
difference stems from two main sources. First, the contractversion
employs explicit locks to synchronize threads, whereas theman-
ual version uses the Java synchronized statement. Locks provide
the flexibility needed to separate the synchronization codefrom the
business code, but incur some extra costs. Specifically, SNeF4SS
creates a dedicated lock for each SIP session and maintains an in-
ternal mapping between a SIP session and its lock. Second, the
implementation of resource numbering that we used for the con-
tract version is fully generic in inferring the sessions needed and
the locking order from the contract and a total order defined by
the JVM; whereas the optimized version leverages an application-
specific order relation and knowledge that certain attributes are as-
signed only once.

Of these two sources of differences, we believe that the latter
is more significant and, moreover, that performance of a contract-
based version can get even closer to that of the optimized version by
adding information about single-assignment attributes tocontracts.
When processing a message from the caller, a negotiator firstlocks
the caller’s session; if the negotiator then finds that it also needs to
lock the session for the media service and if the media service’s ses-
sion precedes the caller’s session in hash-code order, it rolls back,
unlocking the caller’s session, then rolls forward, locking first the
media service’s session and then the caller’s session, and finally
rechecks the the guard condition in case it became stale during the
back-off. In a dating-service execution, we expect approximately
half of the messages bound for the service execution to be from the
caller and about half from the media service. Moreover, the han-
dler needs both the caller’s session and the media service’ssession
to process most messages. Thus, a negotiator frequently back-offs,
even if no other negotiator is contending for a session it needs. Each
back-off incurs extra overhead. The optimized version avoids this
problem by checking single-assignment attributes outsideof any
critical regions. Thus, in future work, we intend to add tagsto our
contract language for SNeF4SS that declare single-assignment at-
tributes and add another generic negotiator implementation to our
current toolkit. The new negotiator will leverage single-assignment
declarations to avoid acquiring locks unnecessarily.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, our case study confirms several software engineer-

ing benefits of using a contract-based synchronization framework
and suggests that this approach to synchronization can be practi-
cal in the IPT domain. Performance of contract-based automatic
synchronization was very close to that of an optimized manually-
synchronized implementation when the system is resourced with
hardware and software appropriate to the expected load.

We believe our success in this domain owes to several charac-
teristics of IPT services. First, all of the sessions neededto pro-
cess a message are reachable from the message-processing context,
and navigation expressions provide a concise and compositional
means for specifying how to dynamically infer these sets of ses-
sions. Second, the short—under 0.2 ms [4]—bursty nature of mes-
sage processing is conducive to synchronizing by acquiringall of



the needed sessions before performing any actions on them and
releasing them all when all actions have been performed. Third,
the information that a programmer needs to know to craft a syn-
chronization contract is mostly available in the state machine that
describes the business logic.

We are aware of several threats to validity of this study. First,
the dating service is but one data point. While we designed itto be
realistic and representative of the kinds of IPT services deployed
today, we may have failed to capture some critical aspect of their
complexity. Also, we focused our performance analysis on spe-
cific usage profiles and in specific proportions. An earlier analysis,
however, using just Call Complete, the most complex profile,pro-
duced similar results. Second, we chose to use a locking protocol
based on a specific policy, resource numbering. The comparison
might differ if the manual implementation used a moread hoc pol-
icy. That said, it would have been difficult to fairly comparethe
contract-based synchronization to manual synchronization if each
used a fundamentally different locking protocol. Finally,it is pos-
sible that, despite our best efforts, some bias toward our approach
entered into the implementations of the different versionsof the
dating service developed for the study. We address this threat by
making the source code public, thereby allowing other researchers
to replicate our results.
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